
Cookbook for an Urban living Room - Barcelona (ES)

This project promotes the urban regeneration of the neighborhood based on specific actions to link
different contexts and activate different scales under an unitary and common strategy that takes into
account social cohesion, the urban substrate, biodiversity and food sovereignty and that requires all
involved actors for a balanced and healthy coexistence. To this end, two lines of action are outlined:
On one hand shared eco-corridors generate a network that connects strategic points acting as
climatic shelters. On the other hand the module added to existing buildings as a parasitic structure
that improves their climatic and housing conditions while providing new spaces for social use. An
itinerary divided into phases is projected that eases management over time while allowing actions to
be consolidated without hindering daily life. The neighbors are encouraged into the management and
use of the future neighborhood, offering generic tools for personalized use.

Needs Program (Pla de Barris)
Pla de Barris is an extraordinary program for the most disadvantaged neighborhoods of Barcelona,
  which aims to reverse inequalities through the application of new public policies, involving citizens in
the development of revitalizing projects in their neighborhoods and with an extraordinary and intensive
allocated budget for a limited time. In case of El Besòs i Marsesme the mentioned needs are:
Education and Public Health. Social rights, gender equity and community action.
Environmental sustainability and climate emergency. Employment, economic growth and
social economy. Public space, accessibility and housing.

Repairing by Hybridizing Public Space
This project aims for a naturalization of the neighborhood working both horizontally (street point of
view) and vertically (party walls). In addition to working in different strats, shrubby soil, wooded,... The
public space is redesigned by eliminating the impermeable surface layer, and using the soil as a
filter element in the green infrastructure, a runoff collector, that allows to avoid floods and use the
rain water for keeping the green spaces as well as the watering of the productive gardens through a
detention system. The existing plants in the infiltration zones will be specific for a phytodepuration
process before being stored in the retention or detention tanks (as needed). Apart from the low
maintenance of the vegetation, an efficient drip irrigation system is proposed, which can use the
rainwater stored.

Streets
The public space is hierarchical, where vehicles are the main characters. They occupy most of the
space, due to vehicle traffic and angle parking, segmenting the space and creating barriers to
pedestrian mobility. Because main streets go in a vertical direction (N-S) they do not allow the free
movement of pedestrians. The best proposal is to convert the entire street thinking that the main
characters should be pedestrians instead of vehicles. Due to the ambitious size of the project, it is
initially proposed to change certain areas of these streets adding horizontal connectors such as
squares at strategic points. In these areas, parking areas are eliminated, limits are blurred and
accessibility is achieved by creating a single platform that helps make motor vehicles come in
second place.








